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A record collector’s

turning point

I almost sold my albums. The
vinyl collection I’ve been cultivating for a half-century. The whole
lot of them. It was my wife’s idea.
“You never even look at them,”
she said. “ You can’ t even play
them. They’re taking up the space
you could use for those piles of
books.”
She had some strong points. My
home office is small. Besides a
desk, there are, indeed, piles of
books on the floor, CDs and reference books on shelves, a few guitars in the corners. And my albums, which have provided me
with joy, solace, excitement. Six
shelves of them, in alphabetical order within separate genres.
Rock runs from ABBA’s “VoulezVous” to Warren Zevon’s self-titled
second record. Jazz starts with the
Cannonball Adderley Quintet’s
“Music, You All” and ends with
Lester Young’s “Pres Is Blue.” Folk/
Blues kicks off with Roy Acuff ’s
“Greatest Hits, Volume One” and
concludes with Mason Williams’s
“Hand Made.” I also have sections
for Soundtracks (“Altered States”
to “Zabriskie Point”), Comedy
(“Woody Allen: The Nightclub
Years, 1964-1968” to “The Primitive Sounds of Henny Youngman”),
and the unalphabetized Miscellaneous, which includes “Burgess
Meredith Reads Ray Bradbury”
and Charles Manson’s “Lie.”

My albums had given me a lifetime of
pleasure. But I’d stopped playing them
and they were taking up too much space.
Was it time to let them go?
B Y E D S Y M K US | G L O B E C O R R E S P O N D E N T
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When Bob Marley came to Allston
By James Sullivan
GLOBE CORRESPONDENT

At first, they wanted Stevie Wonder. Who wouldn’t want
Stevie Wonder? Then they proposed a triple bill of some of
the era’s most formidable female singers — Patti LaBelle, Roberta Flack, and Nina Simone — to share the stage as “Three
Ladies of the Night.”
In the end, however, the historic anti-apartheid concert
that took place at Harvard Stadium 40 years ago Sunday featured a Jamaican artist named Bob Marley and his backing
band, the Wailers.
“It turns out, Marley was the right guy,” says Reebee Garofalo, one of a team of organizers who planned and hosted the
ambitious, globally conscious Amandla Festival in the horseshoe-shaped coliseum on the banks of the Charles River on
July 21, 1979. “He was the first black international superstar.
He was the appropriate voice for that issue at that time.”
That issue was South African apartheid, the institutionalized racial segregation that
for decades relegated black
South Africans to secondBob Marley, seen in
class citizenship. The concert
1979, headlined the
Amandla Festival at
promoters felt that a bigname, multicultural fundHarvard Stadium.
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A BRIGHT FUTURE
LEFT IN THE PAST
JFK Jr. reminiscence
‘The Reluctant Prince’
is compassionate,
comprehensive | N10
@LARGE

AGING FACIALLY
There’s more to FaceApp
than a glimpse of how
you might look in 30
or so years | N5
AP FILE

Sweetness,
ferocity in
portraits since
Stonewall
By Cate McQuaid
GLOBE CORRESPONDENT

HARTFORD — The sweetness, ferocity, and
sparkle of “Be Seen: Portrait Photography Since
Stonewall” at the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art stands starkly against a particular societal backdrop: the hush and shadow of the
closet.
The Stonewall Riots during the summer of
1969 weren’t just the pivot point between secrecy and openness for the LGBTQ community.
They set off decades of personal reckoning as
people confronted the pain of oppression and
owned what might have previously felt shameful. Then, as many stepped out of the closet,
AIDS hit the gay community.
This exhibition, organized by Patricia HickSTONEWALL, Page N5
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t started about a week
ago — a rash of early-onset aging, creeping
through my timeline.
With no explanation,
most of the photos filling my
feed comprised a portal of sorts
into the future. My friends had
all visibly aged by about 30
years; Gen-Xers gone full
boomer in the blink of an
app. Their eyes ringed by wrinkles, their cheeks softened into
jowls, their hair thinned to a
faint fuzz or zapped stark white
overnight Leland Palmer
style (but slightly less creepy).
Oh, and their data hoovered by
Russians. You couldn’t really
see that part.
I mean, unless you read the
Terms and Conditions of FaceApp, a new facial transformation app created by Russian
company Wireless Lab, which
lay out in no uncertain terms
(nor conditions) that — much
like most that do wacky things
to your face for your entertainment — it requires 1. access to
your photos and 2. a license,
which is not short for creative
license.
It’s actually short for “a perpetual, irrevocable, nonexclusive, royalty-free, worldwide,
fully-paid, transferable sub-licensable license to use, reproduce, modify, adapt, publish,
translate, create derivative
works from, distribute, publicly
perform and display your User
Content and any name, username or likeness provided in
connection with your User Content in all media formats and
channels now known or later
developed, without compensation to you.”
Or as former Rackspace VP
Rob La Gesse posted to Facebook (along with the hashtag
#Delete): “To make FaceApp
actually work, you have to give
it permissions to access your
photos — ALL of them. But it
also gains access to Siri and
Search. Why? Not for anything
good for you, I bet. It tightly integrates with Siri on your
iPhone — and I can’t believe
Apple allows this with just

The author seen before and
after the FaceApp aging
process.
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Getting old fast
How FaceApp got your data, and why you gave it to them
granting access to your photos.
Oh, and it has access to refreshing in the background — so
even when you are not using it,
it is using you.”
But — and hear me out —
you get to see if you’re hot or
not when you’re old. Seems like
a pretty fair trade, said 150 million people.
No one knows quite yet if
FaceApp is some dumbeddown consumer-level Cam-

bridge Analytica for the 2020
coronation of Emperor Trump,
or if, realistic warts and all,
FaceApp is just the latest flashin-the-pan AI app with poorly
timed boilerplate user end
agreements.
For its part, FaceApp founder Yaroslav Goncharov responded with a statement this
week to the widespread privacy
concerns (and moisturizer
sales) triggered by the spread of

the app — including the beenburned-before Democratic National Committee issuing a party-wide warning to campaigns
to delete it from their phones.
“FaceApp performs most of
the photo processing in the
cloud. We only upload a photo
selected by a user for editing,”
the statement read, along with
a list of other assurances like,
“We don’t sell or share any user
data with any third parties,”

and “Even though the core
R&D team is located in Russia,
the user data is not transferred
to Russia.”
All of which I’m sure sounds
even more convincing in Russian, and in any language
doesn’t amount to much of an
assurance about anything, given how cloud security has proven itself about as secure as an
actual cloud.
But despite all of the prover-

bial red flags — the app’s
sweeping permission requests,
its home office in St. Petersburg, its gimmicky one-anddone functionality, and its borderline obvious capability as a
harvester of faces for everything from algorithm training
to deepfake production — everyone I know (and millions I
don’t) couldn’t download it fast
enough. And whether you did
or didn’t hardly mattered; both
my husband and I had our elderly selves texted to us by
friends who’d saved us the trouble (and spared St. Petersburg
our respective browsing histories).
We make so much of the importance of privacy, and expend so much anguish over our
safety online; so why are we
such suckers when it comes to
forking over our data? Like
most everything else on the Internet, it’s a matter of instant
gratification.
I felt it myself when I looked
at myself in the insta-aged pic
my friend forwarded: It was
me, but slightly weathered,
deeply wrinkled, yet apparently
as happy as I was in middle
age. (If there’s a non-narcotic
dopamine high to be had in
these times, it’s a vision of yourself with a smile in 30 years.)
From Narcissus’s pond
to “Dorian Gray” to the MeMoji
kit that comes tucked into my
iPhone’s new OS, nothing can
lure us closer to the precipice
than our own reflections. And
to some extent, we still expect
to see the future when we gaze
into the enchanted mirrors of
our smartphones — FaceApp
just delivers a very believable
glimpse of it: Older, yes. But
any wiser? Alas, no one’s figured out an app for that.

Michael Andor Brodeur
can be reached at
mbrodeur@globe.com. Follow
him on Twitter @MBrodeur.
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son, the Wadsworth’s curator of contemporary
art, mines a rich vein. LGBTQ artists have been at
the forefront of numerous trends in contemporary art for decades, exploring personal identity,
subjectivity, and performance of self — perfect
themes for a portrait photography show, and
ones that have only become more heightened in
the Internet age.
Andy Warhol wasn’t the first artist to self-consciously shape a persona to play in front of the
camera — Marcel Duchamp did that with his female alter ego, Rrose Sélavy. But Warhol had a
way of going viral. His enigmatic, bewigged public self was part of his art.
With his “Ladies and Gentlemen,” Warhol celebrated a community of others who created their
own personas. This 1975 series of screenprint
portraits of drag queens recruited from the Gilded Grape, a New York drag bar, is all glam, with
blots of color like spotlights accentuating already
over-the-top makeup. One of his subjects was
Marsha P. Johnson, who helped lead the charge in
the protests after police raided the Stonewall Inn.
But Warhol was coy. He claimed to be a virgin.
His persona was as much deflection as declaration. Artists who picked up the baton from him,
such as Robert Mapplethorpe and David Wojnarowicz, boldly rejoiced in their sexual identities.
Mapplethorpe put a pulpy homoerotic stamp on
the formal beauty of the male nude. He also celebrated gender crossover; his 1983 photo “Roger
Koch” depicts a muscular man from the waist
down in fishnets and high heels.
Such artists burst defiantly out of the closet into a world of fear shaped by HIV. The Corcoran
Gallery of Art, facing political pressure, canceled
Mapplethorpe’s 1989 show. Both Wojnarowicz
and Mapplethorpe grappled with the specter of
death in their work, and died of AIDS-related illnesses.
Wojnarowicz’s “Untitled (One day this kid . . . )”
acutely captures the damage wreaked by homophobia. It’s a self-portrait: A buck-toothed boy
in suspenders surrounded by text predicting his
future: “When he begins to talk, men who develop
a fear of this kid will attempt to silence him with
strangling, fists, prison . . . ”
Queer artists found one another and made a
safe space together. In Boston, photographers
such as Nan Goldin, Mark Morrisroe, and PhilipLorca diCorcia started taking pictures of themselves and their friends, who were sometimes
misunderstood and spurned by their families.
They became known as the Boston School.
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Above: Catherine Opie’s “Pig Pen”
Left: Martine Gutierrez’s “Demons,
Xochiquetzal, ‘Flower Quetzal Feather,’
p95 from Indigenous Woman”

PHOTOGRAPHY REVIEW
BE SEEN: PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
SINCE STONEWALL
At Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art,
600 Main St., Hartford, through Sept. 15.
860-278-2670, www.thewadsworth.org
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Photographer Catherine Opie was doing the
same thing on the West Coast. In “Pig Pen,” a trans
artist, one of Opie’s regular subjects, sits on a stool
and stares directly, confrontationally out at us.
The sweetest images in a community-focused
portion of the show are the black-and-white portraits of same-sex couples in Boston artist Sage
Sohier’s late 1980s series, “At Home with Themselves.” Sohier captured ordinary affection, repudiating straight society’s worst fears. These aren’t
performances of identity; they’re family portraits,
and they beautifully balance work in other sections by photographers who have taken their cue
from Warhol (and maybe Marsha P. Johnson)
and cultivated performance of identity as an art
in itself.

Martine Gutierrez is a terrific 21st-century example. A Latinx trans woman of indigenous descent, she looks into her cultural history and
finds Mayan gods who were both male and female. Spanish colonizers demonized them. Gutierrez embodies them.
In “Demons, Xochiquetzal, ‘Flower Quetzal
Feather,’ p95 from Indigenous Woman” she dons
brilliant flowers, sculptural braids, and a beaded
veil against a sunny yellow ground. Deities must
be portrayed as big; they’re archetypal, symbolizing essential parts of the human psyche. Gutierrez makes a glorious claim for a trans goddess.
Every work in “Be Seen” may be a kind of reclamation, but even this story of the last 50 years
in LGBTQ portraiture brings up some difficult

dynamics between artist and subject. Mapplethorpe, for instance, was a white man who photographed black men; it might be said that he fetishized the black male body. Hickson addresses
some of these touchy areas in a section called
“Reclaiming Art History.”
Photographer George Dureau, who died in
2014, made photographs of black men that bring
up the same issues as Mapplethorpe’s. Paul Mpagi Sepuya, a black artist, takes on Dureau in a
self-portrait: his back, shot in reflection with a
camera tucked beneath his arm. He sits on a volume of Dureau’s pictures. The mirroring in
“Study Reflecting Dureau (OX5A 1227)” confuses
space, unsteadying us, and that lens pointing
right at us adds to the fuddle.
But we’re all unsteady in life. We try to find
traction, sometimes bolstering our self-esteem by
judging others. It can be easier to do that than to
examine our own fears and limitations. “Be Seen”
celebrates a population that once lived in shadows. The subjects offer up their bright selves and
tender hearts. And they remind us that the shadows remain.
Cate McQuaid can be reached at catemcquaid@
gmail.com. Follow her on Twitter @cmcq.

